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Pearson Integration
About Pearson Education

Pearson is the world's largest education company, with 40,000 employees in more than 70 countries
helping people of all ages improve their lives through learning.
At Pearson, learning is our business. We’re wholly committed to helping build better lives for every
learner the world over, and for everyone each learner touches. Everything we do—from the ideas that
inform our products and services, to our partnerships throughout the educational community, right down
to our hiring practices—supports this promise.
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering online learning products deliver customizable content and highly
personalized study paths, responsive learning tools, and real-time evaluation and diagnostics. MyLab &
Mastering products give educators the ability to move each student toward the moment that matters most
- the moment of true understanding and learning.

About Pearson’s MyLab & Mastering Partner Cloud Integration

Pearson’s Integration provides seamless access to MyLab & Mastering content right from your Blackboard
course. Key functionality includes single sign-on between the two systems, providing direct links to MyLab
& Mastering platforms, and transfer of student grades back into the Blackboard Learn Grade Center via
Grade Refresh. Automatic grade synchronization is not available in this integration. Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering integration is available through the Blackboard Partner Cloud, ensuring that all data passed is
encrypted. From a single course section to delivery across an entire institution, Pearson and Blackboard
offer the integration support you and your students need.
All integrations are safely configured through the Partner Cloud Building Block, which allows institutions
to store data and settings on a secure central server. Sensitive information is never shared between
Blackboard and Pearson or stored in the Partner Cloud.
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About Partner Cloud
Leveraging the larger Blackboard Cloud infrastructure, the Partner Cloud allows institutions to access stateof-the-art, high quality educational content from multiple vendors within the Blackboard Learn platform
through a single Building Block.
The Partner Cloud Building Block offers a single registration and activation process for content partner
integrations. With this Building Block, system administrators will have access to the full content inventory
available through the Partner Cloud and can efficiently control and manage what partner content is visible
through Blackboard Learn. This new distribution vehicle eliminates the cumbersome process of managing
old and new versions of building blocks while also providing customers with access to new features and
product improvements more quickly.
In moving to this streamlined technology, Blackboard will continue to incorporate best practices and deploy
consistent and native Blackboard Learn workflows for all partner integrations, including:
•
•
•
•

Single sign-on provides instructors and students with the convenience of one login for all course
resources.
Manual gradebook refresh ensures all assignment grades appear in the Blackboard Grade Center,
saving instructors’ time.
Deep linking functionality gives faculty greater control over how they deliver information and
provides students easy access to their course work.
Compliance with student data privacy laws, such as the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA), ensures sensitive student information remains protected and secure.

Glossary

The following table summarizes some important concepts used in this document:

Term

Description

Content area

A content area is a content structure within a Course that is often linked to from
the Course menu and organizes course folders, items, and other materials into
logical groupings.

Building Block

A Building Block is an application module that extends the functionality of the
Blackboard Learn platform.

System Admin
Panel

This is the tab visible only to system administrators that contains a collection of
links to tools targeted to the administration of the Blackboard Learn platform.

Step

A logical grouping of fields, instructions, and other elements within a data
collection form in the Blackboard Learn platform.
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Configuring the Partner Cloud Building Block
For the latest details on the Partner Cloud Building Block including the latest feature updates, configuration
steps, supported versions and all technical considerations, please reference the latest Partner Cloud
Building Block Admin Guide and Release Notes on Behind the Blackboard.

Before you begin
For existing MyLab & Mastering Building Block
It is not recommended that the MyLab & Mastering Building Block and new MyLab & Mastering Partner
Cloud integration be configured and available simultaneously. A migration option is available to allow
existing courses with Pearson MyLab & Mastering Building Block content to be migrated to use the new
Pearson MyLab & Mastering integration through Partner Cloud. NOTE: Courses that rely solely on a MyLab
& Mastering Tool link and do not have high-level or deep links deployed to a Content area will not be
available for migration. Please review Migration Guide for more information
The following are best practice tips for migrating course content from the existing Pearson MyLab &
Mastering Building Block to the new Pearson MyLab & Mastering Partner Cloud integration:
1.

2.

Prior to migration, disable the Pearson MyLab & Mastering Building Block. The Pearson MyLab &
Mastering Building Block should remain disabled. This is not automatically done during the
migration process. This will also minimize instructor confusion in seeing 2 Pearson options in the
Content Market, which can occur if Building Block is not disabled.
Migrate ALL courses (rather than selecting/migrating individual courses) with Pearson content.

For new MyLab & Mastering Partner Cloud Integration
1.
2.
3.

4.

Enable the Cloud Connection for Cloud Services.
Ensure Partner Cloud Building Block is installed.
Ensure the Blackboard Learn environment can communicate with external Cloud Services through
firewall or security software. This includes test or development environments that access the
Blackboard Cloud.
Enable Pearson’s MyLab & Mastering integration in the Partner Cloud Building Block. For Help on
Blackboard Cloud configuration and testing, see:
https://help.blackboard.com/Learn/Administrator/Hosting/System_Management/Cloud_Manage
ment

If your institution uses a Learn version that isn’t supported by Pearson’s MyLab & Mastering Partner Cloud
integration, the integration will not function as expected.
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Configuring Pearson MyLab & Mastering Integration
These are the steps to configure the Pearson Integration:
1. Navigate to the Administrator Panel. Locate the Cloud Management module and click Partner
Cloud Settings.

2. Navigate to the “Configure and Activate Partners Available through the Partner Cloud” section
and locate Pearson. Select Settings from the contextual menu.

3. The Configure Pearson page will open.

4. Under the “Pearson Configuration” section is where the Consumer Key and Consumer Secret
provided by Pearson will be entered for integration communications.
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NOTE: If your institution does not have a Consumer Key and Secret, one may be requested at
the following link: https://tpi.bb.pearsoncmg.com/keymaster/ui/u/index?
partner=blackboard
5. Locate the “Pearson Specific Settings” section. This is where options are set to specify which
information should be shared between Blackboard Learn and Pearson.
6. The “Do you want Pearson links to open in a new window?” option set to open Pearson content
in new Blackboard Learn window.
7. The “Do you want to share user information with Pearson?” option specifies how information
should be shared between the Blackboard Learn and Pearson servers.
•

Yes indicates that user information will be shared with Pearson. This includes the user first
name, last name and email address.

•

No indicates user information will not be shared with the Pearson.

•

User Choice indicates that each individual user will be prompted to decide how their
information should be sent upon their first launch of a partner specific link.

•

Default from the Building Block indicates that the partner setting will use the setting specified
from the default Partner Cloud Building Block.

NOTE: Pearson recommends the user information to always be shared in order to create courses
with the correct information and names in the Pearson application.

8. The “Do you want to share course information with Pearson?” option specifies how information
should be shared between the Blackboard Learn and Pearson servers.
•

Yes indicates that course information will be shared with Pearson. This includes the course ID
and course name.

•

No indicates course information will not be shared with Pearson.
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•

Default from the Building Block indicates that the partner setting will use the setting specified
from the default Partner Cloud Building Block.

NOTE: Pearson recommends the course information always be shared.

9. The “Do you want to share extended user and course information with Pearson?” option
allows extending any existing Learn SIS Integration metadata to Pearson. This provides the Pearson
integration with all additional course and user information.

10. The “Do you want to enable Pearson for specific institutions on this Blackboard Installation?”
option allows extending any multi-institution configuration; that will allow only a subset of
applicable courses to access the partner integration.

•

If No is selected, the Pearson integration will be available to all institutions on the Blackboard
Installation.

•

If Yes is selected, an ID must be provided for each institution for which the Pearson tools will be
available. If the Blackboard Installation supports multiple institutions, select the IDs from the
institution picker.

11. The “Do you need to add custom parameters for Pearson?” Option allows configuration for
additional details to be passed to Pearson. Additional parameters are not currently required in
configuring this partner.
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12. Click Submit to save all changes.
13. Upon submission, the registration process will occur and the Configuration Status will be updated
to indicate either a successful or failed configuration.

14. Upon a successful configuration, the Pearson integration can be made available to the instructor by
returning to Configure Partner Cloud page.
Navigate to the “Configure and Activate Partners Available through the Partner Cloud” section
and locate Pearson. Select Make Available from the On/Off button.

Removing Access to Pearson
1. From the Administrator Panel, locate the Cloud Management module and select the Partner Cloud
Settings option

2. Locate the Configure and Activate Partners section and the Pearson option. Select the ON button
and set to OFF. This will disable the Pearson integration.

3. Click Submit.
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Pearson’s MyLab & Mastering Integration:
Instructor Usage
Once the Partner Cloud Building Block is available and partners configured, instructors will have the ability
to add Pearson MyLab & Mastering content within a course.
1. Using the course menu, instructors should navigate to a content area in which they wish to add a
partner content item.
2. Instructors should select the Partner Content option and click on Content Market.
Note: For SP13 and above the Publisher Content option is renamed to Partner Content.

3. The Content Market page will launch allowing the instructor to pick the appropriate partner
content.
Used In This Course will display partners already associated to the course.
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4. If User Privacy settings are selected the Pearson User Privacy Information is displayed. Select to
share user information and select Submit button.

5. The first time the instructor accesses the Pearson content, they will be asked to accept the End-User
License Agreement.

6. Login with a Pearson Account
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7. The instructor is prompted to create a course on the Pearson side.

8. After the provisioning process is complete, the instructor will see a list of available Pearson content
that can be added to the Blackboard course.
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9. After selecting Pearson content and selecting “Submit” the user will be prompted to select the
location to which the content link should be deployed.
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10. After selecting the location and submitting users can access the content via the content link they just
deployed.

11. Subsequent visits to the partner content will take the instructor directly to the partner content list.
12. Once the instructor configures and enables the “Grade Refresh Settings” tool (refer to Pearson Tools
section) a Pearson Course Grade will be available to view from the Grade Center of the course by
selecting Full Grade Center under the Grade Center navigation of the course.
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Accessing Pearson Tools
When the Partner Cloud Building Block is available and the Pearson’s MyLab & Mastering Integration
configured, instructors can access the Pearson tools within a course.
These are the steps to access Pearson Tools:
1. Navigate to the Blackboard Course in which Pearson content has been added.
2. Navigate to the menu that runs vertically on the left side of the course. Click Tools.
3. Select Content Market Tools. Note: Tools are listed alphabetically.

4. Navigate to the Used In This Course section and click the Pearson option.
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5. Pearson tools are displayed:

Configuring Pearson Grade Refresh
Pearson offers instructors a few options in terms of how grade columns are deployed and synchronized
between Blackboard and Pearson courses. In order to configure Pearson Grade Refresh Settings,
instructors should follow these steps:
1. Navigate to the Blackboard Course in which Pearson content has been added.
2. Navigate to the menu that runs vertically on the left side of the course. Click Tools.
3. Select Content Market Tools. Note: Tools are listed alphabetically.

4. Navigate to the Used In This Course section and click the Pearson option.
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5. Pearson tools are displayed:
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6. Click “Pearson Grade Refresh Settings” to load the configuration page.

7. On the Pearson Grade Refresh Settings page, next to 'Grade Refresh Status’, select ‘Enabled’.
8. Select the following ‘Grade Refresh Method’:
a. Select Individual Items – Allows the instructor to select which grade columns are deployed
by using the Grade Refresh tool. Once set, the instructor has to manually launch the Grade
Refresh tool and deploy the grade columns from there. The grade sync process will then
start synchronizing grade data between Blackboard and Pearson.
9. Choose if deployed grade columns should be included in Grade Center calculations.
10. Select a Grade Center category.
11. Click Submit.
12. A success indicator message is displayed and the Pearson Grade Refresh tool becomes available.

13. Click to open ‘Pearson Grade Refresh’.
14. The Pearson Grade Refresh page will display a list of gradable items which can be deployed to the
grade center. If the ‘All Available Items’ method was selected, this page will display all off the
course’s gradable items as deployed. Similarly, the instructor can also un-deploy or remove any
previously deployed columns from this section.

Student Usage
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Once Pearson MyLab & Mastering content has been deployed within a course, students will have the ability
to access it.
1. Using the course menu, students should navigate to a content area in which the partner content has
been deployed.

2. Depending if the integration has been set to request permission to send user data, the student might
be prompted to agree to sending private user information.
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3. The first time the student accesses Pearson content, they will be asked to accept the End-User
License Agreement.

4. The student is then required to enter their Pearson credentials. If no account exists, the page allows
the user to request a new account.

5. Once logged in, as part of the Pearson registration workflow, the student can either enter an Access
Code, purchase the textbook or request a trial.
6. At this point the Blackboard user is paired with the account on the Pearson side so that no
subsequent login events are required when launching content within the Bb Learn course.
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7. The user is presented with the requested resource on the Pearson side.

8. Students can access help and support materials for the partner content by clicking “Tools” in the
course menu and selecting “Content Market Tools.”

9. After selecting the associated partner, students should see the available support tools:
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10. Once a gradable item has been completed the grade information is available by clicking “Tools” in
the course menu and selecting “My Grades.”
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Information Transmission Summary
The following table provides a summary of the information transmitted between your school’s Blackboard
Learn environment and the Pearson systems:

Category

Sent to Pearson

Received from Pearson

User Information

Bb profile ID

Account ID of the associated Pearson
account

User IMS context role

This information is always transmitted
Optional: First name, last name, and email
to Blackboard secured with OAuth and
address to enhance the user experience.
is only available to the student himself
These are not sent by default. The user or
and the course instructor. Whether
the institution’s system administrator must
this information is presented over SSL
choose to send this information. This
is dictated by the local configuration of
information is sent when a user clicks on
Blackboard Learn.
links to Pearson. The SSL status of these
links matches exactly that of the page
where the link was placed, when possible.
Please note that not all Pearson sites
support SSL throughout; the browsing
experience may drop to plain HTTP at some
points while visiting Pearson.
Course Information

Encrypted version of the context id
Section ID and section status of the
(external course key). Pearson does not
associated Pearson section
have the ability to decrypt these identifiers.
This information is always transmitted
Optional: Course ID and course name to
to Blackboard secured with OAuth and
enhance the student experience is also sent is only available to students and
to Pearson.
instructors enrolled in the course.
Whether this information is presented
This information is sent when a user clicks
over SSL is dictated by the local
on links to Pearson. The SSL status of these
configuration of Blackboard Learn.
links matches exactly that of the page
where the link was placed.
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Enrollment
Information

None

Pearson user ID, course ID, user name,
course name and IMS context role
This information is always transmitted
to Blackboard secured with OAuth and
is only available to the student himself
and the course instructor. Whether
this information is presented over SSL
is dictated by the local configuration of
Blackboard Learn.
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Cookies and Privacy Information
For more information about Blackboard Learn, visit the Blackboard Privacy Center at
http://www.blackboard.com/privacy/
For more information about Pearson Privacy Policy, visit Pearson Privacy Policy
The Pearson Integration does not use any additional cookies beyond the ones provided in the links above.
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Partner Cloud Support
When entering a Behind the Blackboard ticket for issues found with the integration, it is important to
designate the Issue Topic as Building Blocks/Extensions, the Functional Area as by Partner and the
Category as Partner Cloud or the specific partner.

Access to Pearson Technical Support can be found at: https://support.pearson.com/getsupport/s/
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